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I don’t seek to persuade
I look at the facts



What is anarchism?



From WordNet (r) 3.0 (2006) [wn]:

I anarchy n 1: a state of lawlessness and disorder (usually
resulting from a failure of government) [syn: {anarchy},
{lawlessness}]



From WordNet (r) 3.0 (2006) [wn]:

I anarchism n 1: a political theory favoring the abolition of
governments



Well, anarchism is, in my view, basically a kind of tendency
in human thought which shows up in different forms in
different circumstances, and has some leading character-
istics. Primarily it is a tendency that is suspicious and
skeptical of domination, authority, and hierarchy. It seeks
structures of hierarchy and domination in human life over
the whole range, extending from, say, patriarchal families
to, say, imperial systems, and it asks whether those sys-
tems are justified. It assumes that the burden of proof for
anyone in a position of power and authority lies on them.
Their authority is not self-justifying. They have to give a
reason for it, a justification. And if they can’t justify that
authority and power and control, which is the usual case,
then the authority ought to be dismantled and replaced
by something more free and just. And, as I understand it,
anarchy is just that tendency. It takes different forms at
different times.1

I Noam Chomsky
1https://chomsky.info/20130528/



What is nihilism?



Figure 1: This is fine



From WordNet (r) 3.1 (2011) [wn]:

I nihilist n 1: someone who rejects all theories of morality or
religious belief 2: an advocate of anarchism [syn: {anarchist},
{nihilist}, {syndicalist}]



I morality n 1: concern with the distinction between good and
evil or right and wrong; right or good conduct [ant:
{immorality}] 2: motivation based on ideas of right and wrong
[syn: {ethical motive}, {ethics}, {morals}, {morality}]



What is Free Software?



Figure 2: arch



Figure 3: apple



Figure 4: winghost



With free software, the users control the program, both
individually and collectively. So they control what their
computers do (assuming those computers are loyal and do
what the users’ programs tell them to do).
With proprietary software, the program controls the users,
and some other entity (the developer or “owner”) controls
the program. So the proprietary program gives its developer
power over its users. That is unjust in itself; moreover, it
tempts the developer to mistreat the users in other ways.2

I Richard Stallman

2https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-software-even-more-important.html



More precisely, free software means users of a program have the four
essential freedoms:

I The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose
(freedom 0).

I The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to
your needs (freedom 1). Access to the source code is a
precondition for this.

I The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your
neighbor (freedom 2).

I The freedom to improve the program, and release your
improvements to the public, so that the whole community
benefits (freedom 3). Access to the source code is a
precondition for this.3

3https://www.gnu.org/



Public Money = Public Code

https://download.fsfe.org/videos/pmpc/pmpc_desktop.mp4


Some recent events
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wx2017-1027_POSTSHOW-EJK-Raffy-podcast.mp4

http://publish.dvlabs.com/democracynow/video-podcast/wx2017-1027_POSTSHOW-EJK-Raffy-podcast.mp4


. . .



wx2018-0426_POSTSHOW_Rohingya-TunKhin-podcast.mp4

http://publish.dvlabs.com/democracynow/video-podcast/wx2018-0426_POSTSHOW_Rohingya-TunKhin-podcast.mp4


What do these have in common?



?









Psychographic Messaging video

(Warning: Youtube!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8Dd5aVXLCc










U.N. Fact Finders Say Facebook Played a ‘Determining’ Role in
Violence Against the Rohingya

A U.N. fact-finding mission has highlighted the role of social
media networks, and Facebook in particular, in fueling hate
speech against the Rohingya minority in Myanmar, telling
the U.N. Human Rights Council this week that “incitement
to violence” is “rampant” and “unchecked.”
Reuters reports that in an interim submission to the U.N.
Human Rights Council, fact-finding mission chair Marzuki
Darusman emphasized the “determining role” of social
media networks in the conflict, which he said “substantively
contributed to the level of acrimony and dissension and
conflict” in Myanmar. “As far as the Myanmar situation
is concerned, social media is Facebook, and Facebook is
social media,” Darusman told reporters.4

4http://time.com/5197039/un-facebook-myanmar-rohingya-violence/



Revealed: Facebook hate speech exploded in Myanmar during
Rohingya crisis

Among Myanmar’s 53 million residents, less than 1% had
internet access in 2014. But by 2016, the country appeared
to have more Facebook users than any other south Asian
country. Today, more than 14 million of its citizens use
Facebook. A 2016 report by GSMA, the global body
representing mobile operators, found that in Myanmar
many people considered Facebook the only internet entry
point for information, and that many regarded postings as
news.
One cyber security analyst in Yangon, who asked to remain
anonymous for fear of online attacks, said: “Facebook
is arguably the only source of information online for the
majority in Myanmar.”5

5https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/03/revealed-facebook-
hate-speech-exploded-in-myanmar-during-rohingya-crisis



Cambridge Analytica used data from Facebook and Politico to
help Trump
Speech by company executive contradicts denial by Trump
campaign that claimed the company used its own data and
Facebook data to help the campaign
[. . . ]

Speaking at a conference in Germany, Molly Schweickert,
the head of digital at Cambridge Analytica, said that Cam-
bridge Analytica models, which melded the company’s own
massive database and new voter surveys, were instrumen-
tal in day-to-day campaign decisions, including in helping
determine Trump’s travel schedule.
The company’s models also helped drive decisions on ad-
vertising and how to reach out to financial donors.
Schweickert said Cambridge Analytica started working with
the Trump campaign in June 2016.
“It became obvious that a sophisticated data apparatus
would be needed to combat the years of infrastructure and
experience the Clinton campaign had been building up,”
she said.6

6https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/26/cambridge-
analytica-used-data-from-facebook-and-politico-to-help-trump



Facebook and Google Helped Anti-Refugee Campaign in Swing
States
The big tech companies worked closely with Secure America
Now to target an audience the group felt could be swayed by
the message.
[. . . ]

In the final weeks of the 2016 election campaign, voters
in swing states including Nevada and North Carolina saw
ads appear in their Facebook feeds and on Google websites
touting a pair of controversial faux-tourism videos, show-
ing France and Germany overrun by Sharia law. French
schoolchildren were being trained to fight for the caliphate,
jihadi fighters were celebrated at the Arc de Triomphe, and
the “Mona Lisa” was covered in a burka.7

7https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-18/facebook-and-
google-helped-anti-refugee-campaign-in-swing-states



The great British Brexit robbery: how our democracy was
hijacked
A shadowy global operation involving big data, billionaire
friends of Trump and the disparate forces of the Leave
campaign influenced the result of the EU referendum. As
Britain heads to the polls again, is our electoral process still
fit for purpose?
[. . . ]

When my article linking Mercer and Leave.EU was published
in February, no one was more upset about it than former
Tory adviser Dominic Cummings, the campaign strategist
for Vote Leave. He launched an irate Twitter tirade. The
piece was “full of errors & itself spreads disinformation”
“CA had ~0% role in Brexit referendum”.
A week later the Observer revealed AggregateIQ’s possible
link to Cambridge Analytica. Cummings’s Twitter feed
went quiet. He didn’t return my messages or my emails.8

8https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may/07/the-great-british-
brexit-robbery-hijacked-democracy



Facebook Enabled Advertisers to Reach ‘Jew Haters’
After being contacted by ProPublica, Facebook removed
several anti-Semitic ad categories and promised to improve
monitoring.

Want to market Nazi memorabilia, or recruit marchers for a
far-right rally? Facebook’s self-service ad-buying platform
had the right audience for you.
Until this week, when we asked Facebook about it, the
world’s largest social network enabled advertisers to direct
their pitches to the news feeds of almost 2,300 people who
expressed interest in the topics of “Jew hater,” “How to
burn jews,” or, “History of ‘why jews ruin the world.’ ”
To test if these ad categories were real, we paid $30 to
target those groups with three “promoted posts” — in
which a ProPublica article or post was displayed in their
news feeds. Facebook approved all three ads within 15
minutes.9

9https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enabled-advertisers-to-reach-
jew-haters



Facebook’s “success stories” page is a monument to the
company’s dominance of online advertising, providing ex-
amples from almost every imaginable industry of how use
of the social network gave certain players an advantage.
“Case studies like these inspire and motivate us,” the page
crows. Current examples include CoverGirl (“promoting a
beauty brand makeover with video ads on Facebook and
Instagram”) and Tropicana (“Facebook video ads elevate
fruit juice brand awareness”). Not so controversial.
The case studies that Facebook used to list from politi-
cal campaigns, however, included more interesting claims.
Facebook’s work with Florida’s Republican Gov. Rick Scott
“used link ads and video ads to boost Hispanic voter turnout
in their candidate’s successful bid for a second term, result-
ing in a 22% increase in Hispanic support and the majority
of the Cuban vote.” Facebook’s work with the Scottish
National Party, a political party in the U.K., was described
as “triggering a landslide.”10

10https://theintercept.com/2018/03/14/facebook-election-meddling/



What goes on Facebook? (Claus’ screenshots)



Figure 5: bacon



Figure 6: followbuzzer



Figure 7: koed



Figure 8: sammen



Figure 9: alarmerende



Figure 10: tilbud



What doesn’t go on Facebook?





Anti-Unite the Right
Facebook stumbled this week—again—in its effort to police
“misinformation”: it deleted an event page for the anti-
fascist protest “No Unite the Right 2 - DC.”
Facebook justified the deletion by claiming that the event
was initially created by an “inauthentic” organization with
possible foreign connections. In fact, a number of legitimate
local organizations and activists had become involved in
administering and planning the event.11

11https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/08/facebook-deletes-anti-unite-right-
event-claiming-russian-involvement





Breast cancer
The “breast self-examination school” was “not meant to offend”,
the organization states, adding:

We understand that you have to have rules about the
content published on your platform. But you must also
understand that one of our main tasks is to disseminate
important information about cancer – in this case breast
cancer.
After trying to meet your control for several days without
success, we have now come up with a solution that will
hopefully make you happy: Two pink squares!
This can not possibly offend you, or anyone. Now we can
continue to spread our important breast school without
upsetting you.12

12https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/20/facebook-bans-
breast-cancer-video-square-breasts



Alternatives to Facebook?



Alternatives
We don’t describe free software as an “alternative” to pro-
prietary, because that word presumes all the “alternatives”
are legitimate and each additional one makes users better
off. In effect, it assumes that free software ought to coexist
with software that does not respect users’ freedom.
We believe that distribution as free software is the only
ethical way to make software available for others to use.
The other methods, nonfree software and Service as a
Software Substitute subjugate their users. We do not think
it is good to offer users those “alternatives” to free software.
13

13https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/words-to-avoid.html#Alternative



Alternatives?
I WhatsApp?
I Instagram?
I Twitter?
I Signal?
I Skype?
I EventBrite?



Figure 11: js



Figure 12: tobacco



Alternatives!!!
I IRC
I RSS
I email
I Mastodon
I Diaspora
I Wordpress



Alternatives
I #amok on Freenode
I shitcore.org
I Undebatable



Undebatable
I Zero configuration required
I Easy to do back-up: All state is in one file!
I [gider vi demo?]


